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SUMMARY 
The method of W. R. Hawthorne for the calculation of the 
secondary vorticity is generalized for compressible flow. It is 
shown that in the linearized theory (small vorticity) the influence 
of compressibility upon the secondary vorticity is due to (1) the 
entropy gradient in the approaching flow and (2) the compression 
of the fluid during the turning of the flow. The analysis is applied 
to the secondary vorticity which generates in a cascade or bend 
if the approaching flow has a boundary layer with a Prandtl 
Number equal to unity and has been developed along an insulated 
wall. 
For a cascade with a passage cross section which increases 
linearly with the turning angle and at the exit is 1.4 times the 
entrance cross-section area, the compressibility correction, to 
be applied upon the secondary vorticity, amounts to 24 per cent 
for a cascade entrance Mach Number of O.S. 
The problem of determination of the secondary flow down-
stream of the cascade, which is associated with a given secondary 
vorticity, is the same for compressible and incompressible flow 
SYMBOLS 
q velocity vector 
w vorticity vector 
w.. vorticity component in stream direction 
w" vorticity component normal to streamline 
p density 
T temperature 
5 entropy 
Cp specific heat at constant pressure 
R radius of curvature of streamline 
if flow angle 
M Mach Number 
'Y ratio of specific heats 
'" angle between centripetal acceleration and the vector 
q X (cp grad T - To grad 5) 
small parameter 
f" 12 correction factors 
INTRODUCTION 
T HE STUDY OF ROTATIONAL FLOWS is of consider-able importance for the understanding and an-
alysis of three-dimensional flows in turbomachines. 
A most interesting aspect of rotational flows is the de-
velopment of a vorticity component in the stream 
direction (secondary vorticity), due to a curvature of 
the streamlines in the presence of a vorticity component 
normal to the stream direction. The development of 
the secondary vorticity has been studied by H. B. 
Squire and K. G. Winter in reference 1 and by W. R. 
Hawthorne in reference 2 for incompressible fluids. 
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In modern turbojet propulsion plants, the Mach 
Number of the flow entering the compressor is usually 
so high that a study of the influence of the compressi-
bility on the secondary flow seems desirable. Another 
case where such an investigation might be of interest 
is the secondary flow in a turbine, following a com-
bustion chamber. There we can expect appreciable 
temperature gradients, caused by the combustion 
process. 
In the present investigation, the method of Haw-
thorne2 to derive an expression for the secondary vor-
ticity is generalized for compressible flows. An appli-
cation to cascades, approached by a flow with a bound-
ary layer, developed along an insulated wall and with 
a Prandtl Number equal to unity, is given, and an 
estimate of the compressibility effects on the secondary 
vorticity is made. Some attention is given to the 
integration problem in compressible flow for the 
secondary motion far downstream from a cascade 
with a given vorticity field. 
THE LINEARIZED EQUATION FOR THE SECONDARY 
VORTICITY 
Let q denote the velocity vector, w the vorticity 
vector, w .. the component of the vorticity in the direc-
tion of q and p the density of the fluid. The vorticity 
vector may be resolved into its components in the flow 
direction and perpendicular to it, 
w = w" pq + (q X w) X q 
pq q2 
The divergence of the vorticity vanishes, hence 
w.. . w.. . (q X w) X q 
- dtv (pq) + pq·grad - + dlV 2 = 0 (1) 
~ ~ q 
For steady flow, div (pq) = 0 and Eq. (1) reduces to 
w.. . (q X w) X q pq·grad - = -d1V (2) pq q2 
The equations of motion require that 
q X w = Cp grad To - T grad S 
= cp grad To - To grad S + (l/2Cp )q2 grad S 
where To is the stagnation temperature and S the en-
tropy. This relation substituted in Eq. (2) gives 
pq·grad(w"Jpq) = -div {(1/q2) [(cpgrad To - To 
grad S) X qn 
- (1/2cp ) div (grad S X q) (3) 
We use the identities 
div (grad S X q) = curl grad S·q - grad S·curl q 
= -w·grad S 
div 1 (1/q2) [q X (cp grad To - To grad S) J} = [grad (1/q2)]. [q X (c p grad To - To grad S)] + 
(1/q2) div [q X (c p grad To - To grad S)] 
and 
div [q X (cp grad To - To grad S)] = (cp grad To - To grad S) . curl q - q·curl (cp grad To - To grad S) = 
(c p grad To - To grad S) . W - cpq· curl grad To + q. (grad To X grad S) + q. (To curl grad S) 
(c p grad To - To grad S) . w + q. (grad To X grad S) 
Then Eq. (3) may be written 
pq·grad w,,/pq = [grad (1/q2)]. [q X (cp grad To - To grad S)] + 
(1/q2) [(cp grad To - To grad S),w + q. (grad To X grad S)] + (l/2cp)w'grad S (4) 
With the identity 
grad (1/q2) = -(1/q4) grad q2 = -(1/q4) [2(q'V)q + 2q X curlq] 
the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) becomes 
[grad (1/q2)]. [q X (cp grad To - To grad S)] = -(1/q4) [2(q·v)q + 2q X w]· [q X (ep grad To - To grad S)] 
(5) 
The vector (q. V)q is easily recognized as the acceleration vector for steady flow. For a flow of an inviscid fluid, the 
stagnation temperature To and the entropy S are constant along streamlines, so that the vector Cp grad To - To grad 
S is perpendicular to the vector q. Also, q X (cp grad To - To grad S) is perpendicular to q so that in the product 
[(q·V)q]· [q X (cp grad To - To grad S)] only the centripetal acceleration gives a contribution. If 1> is the angle 
between the centripetal acceleration and the vector q X (cp grad To - To grad S), then we have 
[(q·V)q]· [q X (cp grad To - To grad S)] = (q3/R) cos 1>lcp grad To - To grad sl 
where R is the radius of curvature of the streamline. The product (q X w)· [q X (cp grad To - To grad S)] in Eq. 
(5) can be expanded as 
q2[W' (cp grad To - To grad S)] - [q. (cp grad To - To grad S)] (w·q) = q2w· (cp grad To - To grad S) 
because q and Cp grad To - To grad S are perpendicular. Use of these relations in Eq. (4) yields 
pq·grad (w,,/ pq) = (-2/qR) cos 1>1 cp grad To - To grad sl - (2/q2)W' (cp grad To - To grad S) + 
(1/q2) [(cp grad To - To grad S)·w + q·(grad To X grad S)] + (l/2cp)w·grad S 
and after combining the terms on the right-hand side, one finds 
pq·grad (w,,/ pq) = (-2/qR) cos 1>1 Cp grad To - To grad sl + (l/cp)w·grad S + (1/q2)q. (grad To X grad S) (6) 
Integration of Eq. (6) along a streamline gives 
w" 12 = _ r2 ~2_ cos 1> I Cp grad To - To grad S I dO" + r2 [~ q. (grad To X grad S) + _1_w. grad sJ dO" pq 1 Jl pq2R Jl pq3 pqcp (7) 
where dO" is a line element of the streamline. 
If grad To and grad S have the same direction-i.e., 
if the stagnation temperature and the entropy are con-
stant on the same surfaces-then the last integral in 
Eq. (7) vanishes. 
Eq. (7) does not express the secondary vorticity w" 
explicitly, because the integrands depend on w. On 
the other hand, Eq. (7) lends itself very easily to the 
application of a perturbation procedure. 
Expand all fields of interest in a power series in the 
small parameter ~, 
q = qCO) + ~ q(l) + ... , 
w = ~ WCI) + ... , 
To = To CO) + ~ To(l) + ... , 
S SCO) + ~ SCI) + ... , 
p = pCO) + ~ pC I) + ... , 
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1> = 1>CO) + ~ 1>CI) + ... , 
R = RCO) + ~ RCl) + ... , 
where qCO) is chosen such that it fulfills the equations 
of motion and continuity, that curl qCO) = 0, and 
that the corresponding stagnation temperature and 
entropy, ToCO) and S, CO) are constant. 
Introduction of these power series expansions in 
Eq. (7) and separation of the different powers of E gives 
for the first-order perturbation 
w Cl) 12 f2 2 -"~ = - cos 1>CO) I c grad T (I) -pCO)qCO) 1 1 pCO)qCO)'RCO) p 0 
ToCO) grad 5(1) I dO" (8) 
If the zeroth-order field is known together with 
the first-order perturbations of the flow conditions 
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at point 1, then the first-order solution for the secondary 
vorticity can be calculated with Eq. (8) for all other 
points on the same streamline of the zeroth-order 
flow. This calculation involves the knowledge of grad 
ToCI) and grad 5 U), which can be derived from the 
given flow perturbation at point 1 and the fact that 
both ToU) and 5(1) are constant along the zeroth-order 
streamlines. 
If the infinitesimal change in flow angle dlJ = du/ R 
is introduced, Eq. (8) can be written in a somewhat 
more convenient form, 
A comparison with the formula of Hawthorne2 shows 
that the compressibility has two effects: (1) the en-
tropy distribution of the approaching flow is in general 
nonuniform and this gives rise to an additional second-
ary vorticity generation; and (2) the streamwise density 
variations in the region where the secondary vorticity 
develops modifies this vorticity generation. 
Eq. (9) is valid when grad To and grad 5 are small. 
It is possible, however, to apply the small perturba-
tion technique under less restrictive assumptions. 
When I Cp grad To - To grad 51 is small, but if not 
both grad To and grad 5 are small, then the angle 
between the vectors grad To and grad 5 should be 
small, or one of these vectors is small. In both cases, 
(grad To X grad S) in Eq. (7) is a small vector and 
w' grad 5 is a small number, so that w" is also small and 
the perturbation procedure is applicable if the second 
integral in Eq. (7) is properly taken into account. As 
in most cases where the perturbation procedure is at 
all applicable, both grad To and grad 5 are small; 
we shall only consider this case and use Eq. (9) as a 
linearized equation. We can express this equation 
in a more convenient form by writing 
I Cp grad To - To grad 51 = 
I Cp grad To - T grad 5 - (To - T I ) grad 51 
and 
or 
so that 
I C1' grad To - To grad 51 = I Cp grad To -
T grad 5 - [('I' - 1)/2]ll!J2T grad 51 
Iq X w - [('I' - 1)/2]M2T grad 51 
Therefore, we may write 
f 2 cose/> CO) \ -2 ---, qXw-1 pro) q(O) 
'I' - 1 MCO)'PO)' grad 5(1) I dlJ 
2 ; 
(10) 
ApPLICATION TO COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARy-LAYER 
FLOW 
Consider a three-dimensional boundary layer with 
free flow streamlines which are almost straight over a 
considerable length and show an appreciable lateral 
curvature in a fairly small length interval. Then, 
in the region where the free flow streamlines are almost 
straight, the boundary-layer flow may be considered 
as two-dimensional. In the region where the turning 
of the flow takes place, however, there is a certain part 
of the boundary layer where inertial forces dominate 
the viscous forces. This part of the boundary layer is 
the outer part, where the gradient and the curvature 
of the velocity profile is small. Also, in about the 
same "layer," the conditions for applicability of the 
linearized theory hold. Close to the wall the results 
of the linearized theory for inviscid flow have no signi-
ficance because of the large viscous forces, the no-slip 
condition for the cross flow, and the magnitude of the 
velocity gradients. 
If the boundary layer is not too thick we may assume 
that 0p/Oy = 0 if y is the distance to the wall. Then 
I grad 51 = - = - -
\ 
05 I Cp I oT I 
oy T Oy 
so that the correction term in Eq. (10) can be writ-
ten 
'I' - 1 
-- MCO)'TCO) I grad 5 (1) I 
2 
'I' - 1 MCO)'c 1 oT \ 
2 l' oy 
Hence we may write 
Iq X w- '1'-1 -- MCO)'TCO) grad 5(1)1 
2 
'I' - 1 'lOT qw + - MCO)c -
n 2 l' oy 
where Wn is the component of the vorticity normal 
toq. 
If the Bernoulli surfaces are at a constant distance 
from each other (for instance, parallel planes or ,coaxial 
cylinders), then Wn and oT /Oy are constant in the in-
viscid flow, so that the factor 
(qW n + 'I' ; 1 MCO)'cp I ~; I) 
can be put in front of the integral in Eq. (10). The 
angle e/> between the centripetal acceleration and the 
vector q X (cp grad To - To grad S) is 0 or 'Jr, depend-
ing on the orientation of the centripetal acceleration. 
More precisely, cos e/> = 1, if the curvature vector, q, 
and the vector normal to the wall pointing towards the 
fluid form a right-hand system, and cos e/> = -1 if 
they form a left-hand system. The sign of cos e/> can 
also be taken into account by giving dlJ a sign. Let 
dlJ be positive if the streamline curves away from the 
vorticity vector and negative if it curves toward the 
vorticity vector. Then, Eq. (10) may be expressed as 
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( 
'Y - 1 
-2 qw + -~-
rt 2 , 101'1 I) M (0) cPi)), X 
r2 dil Jl p(O)q(O)' (11) 
where the index 1 refers to the position just upstream 
of the cascade. 
For a laminar or turbulent boundary layer with 
Prandtl Number equal to unity along an insulated 
wall, the energy in the boundary layer is constant. 
Thus, Cp I ~~I I = 1-ql ~~I I = ql Wnl 
and Eq. (11) becomes 
(12) 
If the mass flow density 8 = pq/ p*q* is introduced, 
where the star refers to the critical condition, we have 
r2 dil 1 r2 diJ 
Jl pq2 = Plql2 Jl (8/81) (q/ql) 
The ratios's q/ql and 8/81 can be related to the Mach 
Number 
From the last equation it follows that 
2 + ('Y - I)MI2 = (~ M )2~'Y+ll) 
2 + ('Y - 1)M2 8 1 MI 
so that the equation for q/ ql becomes 
'Y~1 
q/ql = (M/MI ) [(8/81) (M/MIHY+l 
Thus, 
(13) 
If MI « 1, we find as an approximation 
M ~ ~ {1 + 'Y + 1 MI2 [(~) 2 
MI 8 1 4 8 1 
which, inserted in the integral (13) gives 
If A is the normal cross-section area of the passage, the 
continuity equation may be written 
8A = 8 1AI 
where 8 denotes the average mass flow density through 
the corresponding cross section of the passage. If 
furthermore, the relative variation [(8 - 8)/8] is 
small, we may replace 8 bye in Eq. (14) so that 
and the expression (12) for the secondary vorticity 
becomes 
W,,(I) 12 -2 Wnl(l) (1 + 'Y - 1 MI(O)') X 
p(O)q(O) 1 PI(O)ql(O) 2 
{( 1 + ~ MI(O)') f2 (~J 2 dil - ~ M I(O)'(il2 - ill)} 
(15) 
It is clear that in a diverging and curved passage, 
the form between the brackets in Eq. (15) is greater 
than f2 (~) 2 dil while the reverse is true for a 
converging channel. This means that in a compressor 
cascade the compressibility effects on the secondary 
flow are more severe than in a turbine cascade. 
In order to evaluate the influence of compressibility 
on the generation of secondary vorticity, we will assume 
that W"l = 0 and write Eq. (15) in the form 
(16) 
where 
(17) 
and 
(IS) 
The factor !I is independent of the cascade geometry 
and is plotted in Fig. 1. The factor h depends not only 
on the entrance Mach Number, but also upon the cas-
cade geometry. As an example, let us consider a cas-
cade with a passage cross section which varies linearly 
with the turning angle, such that A2/AI = 1.4. For 
this diverging passage, we have 
A il - ill 
- = 1 + 0.4--
Al il2 - ill 
Then the factor 12 becomes 
h = 1 + (1/2) (1 - O.69)MI2 = 1 + 0.16M12 
The factor h, together with the product hh is plotted 
in Fig. 1. The value of 1d2 is 1.24 for MI = O.S so that 
for this entrance Mach Number the compressibility 
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correction for the secondary vorticity is 24 per cent. 1.28,-----r----r----,-----,,-----, 
THE SECONDARY FLOW FAR DOWNSTREAM OF THE 
CASCADE 
The next question to consider concerns the effect 
of compressibility on the integration problem of the 
secondary flow-i.e., the problem of determination of 
the secondary flow associated with a given secondary 
vorticity field. Because of the mathematical compli-
cations involved in the calculation of a three-dimen-
sional secondary flow, the analysis is restricted to the 
flow far downstream of the cascade. There, we have a 
secondary vorticity w", which, in the linearized theory, 
is independent of the streamwise coordinate x and varies 
in a known way with the perpendicular coordinates 
y, z. 
If the components of the secondary flow in x, y, z 
directions are u, v, w respectively, and u/ U, v/ U, 
w/U are small compared with unity, where U denotes 
the main downstream flow velocity, then it is clear that 
only u gives a first-order contribution to the pressure 
field, while v and w only contribute to the second-order 
pressure perturbation. The flow far downstream of 
the cascade has "settled down," so that, in this region, 
the first-order pressure field is constant. Hence, the 
first-order continuity equation reduces to 
(ov/oy) + (ow/oz) = 0 
for positions far downstream of the cascade. Then, 
for given secondary vorticity w", the velocity com-
ponents v, w must fulfill the equation 
(ow/oy) - (ov/oz) = w" 
Clearly, the problem of determination of v and w is 
the same as for incompressible flow. It should be 
emphasized, however, that this is only true for the 
linearized analysis and far downstream of the cascade. 
1.241---t---t---t-----.ft-----l 
1.20 t-------.I----I---+--+-+----1 
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1.0 8t----t----t---,f---~___+-+__-__+ 
1.04 t-------il--~'__t_+_.-;IC--+---_+----t 
0.2 0.4 0.6 M10) 0.8 
I 
1.0 
FIG. 1. Compressibility correction factors for secondary vor-
ticity. 
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